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In your hands is a poetry journal written by an undead poet, recounting his firsthand experience

during the zombie plague. Little is known about the author before he turned into a zombie, but

thanks to his continued writings in this journal - even after his death - you can accompany him from

infection to demise. Through the intimate poetry of haiku, the zombie chronicles his epic journey

through deserted streets and barricaded doors. Each three-line poem, structured in the classic 5-7-5

syllable structure, unravels a little more of the story. You'll love every eye-popping, gut-wrenching,

flesh-eating page!
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Great read for everyone. It's a great way to introduce poetry to reluctant readers and people who

hate poetry without ever having really experienced it.

My daughter convinnced me to order this book. At first I had no interest but after reading the first

few pages I was hooked. Never really thought about what it would be like to be human turning into a



zombie. A diary of a persons transformation. A different sort of view. Perfect for people who are into

Zombies. Used for Teen reading group.

I enjoyed this little gem. Ok, it's not perfect haiku. I don't think I could think of a season word to go

with blood and gore.I thought it was very original and had some fun parts that kept me laughing

through most of the book.This would make a perfect gift for that special someone with zombies on

the brain!

Book #1 Read in 2014Zombie Haiku by Ryan MecumThis was a quick read, told in haiku format,

about the zombie uprising. It is a bit gory in parts, which means boys will most likely love it. It shows

the transition of a human who is becoming a zombie.http://melissasbookpicks.blogspot.com

Folks, the world takes itself so seriously sometimes, you need to smile when someone smashes our

expectation to pieces. Yes, this book is not the best poetry, nor is it the best horror, but rather an

idiosyncratic mutation (much like the zombies). You get to go through the "mind" of a human going

"zombie." The little snippets of verse are just right in capturing blinks of consciousness from the

poor victim. Yes, sometimes repetitive and gory, with silly photos and no happy ending,

nevertheless, a good addition to any haiku library. High marks for bravery and innovation.

This is a fun haiku poetry book that is perfect for quick reading while waiting. The poems were

humorous and fun.

clever and funny. love and admire Haiku writers, but this guy takes it to a new place by using it for

comedy -- great insights into all things zombie -- and in an esoteric, poetic style of writing --

excellent.

Since this is the third zombie book in a row that I didn't care for, and I don't recall one that I liked, I

think I just dislike zombies. There really is no movement to a storie with a zombie protagonist (jokes

about shambling aside). They don't care about much and only want to eat continually so the plot is

*seek food, eat someone Repeat from *.You get increasing gore (hey look, my arm fell off). You get

weird shock value (mom is tasty) but you get no real story.The execution in this one is brilliant, but

the content isn't.
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